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CORN HYBRIDS IN ILLINOIS, 1983
(With 1981 and 1982 Listings)
Test Program
Selection of entries. Each year, producers of hy-
brid seed corn in Illinois and surrounding states are
invited to enter hybrids in the Illinois performance
trials. This testing program is financed by a fee of $35
for each hybrid entered at a location ($50 for irrigated
trials). Most of these hybrids are commercially avail-
able, although a few experimental hybrids are also
entered. In 1983, a survey of popular hybrids was con-
ducted among count>^ Extension advisers, and the ten
most popular hybrids at each test location were added
to the trials. These hybrids are marked by an asterisk
(*) in the tables.
Number and location of tests. In 1983, 16 major
tests were conducted at 10 locations in the state (see the
map on page 5). These sites represent major soil and
climatic areas of the state.
Hybrids. There were 662 hybrids from 83 compa-
nies tested in 1983.
Field-plot design. Three replications of ran-
domized complete block or lattice design were used to
give each entry an equal chance to show its merits.
Planting methods. All trials were planted by ma-
chine. All test fields except those at DeKalb, Elwood,
Monmouth, Perry, Kilbourne, and Urbana were part of
larger cornfields and thus were bordered by other corn.
Each hybrid plot was overplanted 30 percent and later
thinned to desired stands. Each plot was four rows wide
and 25 feet long. The center two rows of each plot were
harvested to determine yields.
Fertilization. All test fields were at a high level of
fertility. Additional fertilizer was plowed down or side-
dressed as needed to ensure top yields.
Method of harvest. All plots were harvested with
a custom-built, self-propelled, corn plot combine. Shelled
corn from each plot was collected, weighed, and tested
for moisture content. No allowance was made for corn
that might have been lost in harv^est.
Performance Data
Grain yield. Shelled-corn weight and moisture
percentage were measured for each plot of a hybrid
and converted to bushels per acre of No. 2 shelled corn
(15.5 percent moisture). An electronic moisture moni-
tor was used in the combine for all moisture readings.
Moisture content. Occasionally, hybrids too late
in maturity for a given area are entered in these tests.
These hybrids are often high in yield, but their moisture
content may make them poor choices for farm use un-
less proper drying or storage facilities are available.
Erect plants. The number of erect plants in each
plot of a hybrid was determined at harvesttime. Any
plant leaning at an angle of more than 45 degrees or
broken below the ear was considered lodged. Plants
broken above the ear were considered erect.
Population. In late June, plants in all plots on all
fields were counted and populations computed. Plots
with over 100 percent of the desired population were
thinned at that time. Stand differences may be caused
by failure to germinate or by damage from diseases, in-
sects, cultivation, or animal pests.
Suggestions for Comparing Hybrids
It is impossible to measure performance exactly in
any test of plant material. Harvesting efficiency may
vary, soils may not be uniform, and many other condi-
tions may produce variability. Results of repeated tests,
like those reported here, are more reliable than those of
a single-year or a single-strip test. In general, a yield
difiference of a few bushels per acre is not significant in
these tests, but when one hybrid consistently outyields
another at several test locations and over several years
of testing, the chances are good that this difference is
real and should be a consideration in choosing a hybrid.
When comparing yields, however, grain moisture con-
tent, percentage of erect plants, and plant population
must also be considered.
A number of statistical tests are available for com-
paring hybrids within a single trial. One of these tests,
the least significant difference (L.S.D.), when used in
the manner suggested by Carmer and Swanson,^ is quite
simple to apply and is more appropriate than most other
tests. When two hybrids are compared and the difi^erence
between them is greater than the tabulated L.S.D.
value, the hybrids are judged "significantly different."
When the observed mean of hybrid A is larger than
that of hybrid B and the difference between them is
found to be significant, one of three possibilities has
occurred: (1) the mean of hybrid A really is larger
than that of hybrid B, and a correct decision has been
made; (2) the means of hybrids A and B are really
equal, and a Type I statistical error has been made
(that is, the means were declared to be unequal when
they were actually equal) ; or (3) the mean of hybrid
B is really larger than that of hybrid A, and a reverse
decision or Type III statistical error has been made
(that is, the mean of A was declared to be greater than
that of B, when the reverse is true).
' Carmer, S. G. and M. R. Swanson. "An Evaluation of
Ten Pairwise Multiple Comparison Procedures by Monte





When no significant difference is found between
two hybrids, one of two possibiHties has occurred: (1)
the means are really equal, and a correct decision has
been made; or (2) the means are really different, and a
Type II statistical error has been made (that is, the
means were declared to be equal when they really are
different). In a study of the frequencies of occurrence
of these three types of statistical errors and their rela-
tive seriousness, Carmer^ found strong arguments for
an optimal significance level in the range a = 0.20 to
0.40, where a is the Type I statistical error rate for
comparisons between means that are really equal.
Herein, values of a = 0.10 and 0.30 are used in com-
puting the L.S.D. 10 and 30 percent levels shown in
the tables. L.S.D. 10 and L.S.D. 30 are not calculated
when the overall F test of differences among entries
is not significant at the 5 percent level.
To make the best use of the information presented
in this circular and to avoid any misunderstanding or
misrepresentation of it, the reader should consider an
additional caution about comparing hybrids. Readers
who compare hybrids in different trials should be ex-
tremely careful, since no statistical tests are presented
for that purpose. Readers should note that the differ-
ence between a single hybrid's performance at one
location and its performance at another is caused pri-
marily by environmental effects and random variability.
Furthermore, the difference between the performance
' Carmer, S. G. "Optimal Significance Levels for Applica-
tion of the Least Significant Difference in Crop Performance
Trials." Crop Science 16 :95-99. 1976.
of hybrid A in one trial and that of hybrid B in another
is the result not only of environmental effects and
random variability, but of genetic effects as well.
1983 Growing Conditions
Near ideal soil moisture and temperature conditions
prevailed in mid-April to start the corn planting season
in central Illinois. However, from April 27 through
April 30, two and one-half inches of rain fell in central
Illinois, and the temperature dropped to 46°F. Conse-
quently, com that had been planted emerged very
slowly, and stands were reduced on many fields. Few
fields were replanted since fields remained wet until
about May 9, which is near the end of the optimum
time to finish corn planting. Much of the corn in
northern and western Illinois was planted during early
May since it remained dry in those regions. Southern
Illinois corn planting was delayed until near the end of
May because scattered showers kept the fields too wet
for seedbed preparation.
Once the com was planted, adequate rainfall and
warm temperatures not only helped get the corn off to a
good start throughout Illinois but also promoted good
weed control in those fields where the herbicide had
been incorporated. By July 4 the prospects for a good
crop were favorable. In mid-July, high temperatures
stimulated early tassel shed well ahead of silk emer-
gence. Still, no problems were anticipated as a result of
the early shed since there appeared to be enough late
tassels to complete pollination. However, a high per-
centage of upper leaf scald from the high temperatures
was noted at that time. It is now suspected that this
scald contributed to the high number of barren stalks
that were evident at harvest time.
High temperature injury was evident in mid-August
in many fields with low organic soils. For example,
the Kilbourne test field, planted April 25, had almost
50 percent barren stalks, while the Brownstown test
field, planted June 1, had nearly 90 percent barren
stalks. As these data indicate, fields with low organic
soils, like Kilbourne and Brownstown, suffered severely
from the high temperatures, regardless of planting date.
By mid-September it was evident that yields were
going to be low throughout the state so harvest was
started early to get the maximum yield before lodging
became a problem. Harvest was thus generally finished
ahead of last year's dates and was delayed because of
rain at only two locations.
1983 Test Fields
Woodstock
Location: Northeastern Illinois (cool, humid).
Soil type: Proctor silt loam (fertile, deep, well-drained,
dark prairie).
Planting date: May 6.
Cooperators: Hughes Farms and Seed Company; Rob-
ert Hughes and Earl Hughes, Jr.
DeKalb
Location: University of Illinois Northern Illinois Re-
search Center, southwest of DeKalb.
Soil type: Flanagan silt loam (dark brown, adequately
drained, highly fertile).
Planting date: May 9.
Cooperators: Lyle Paul, research director.
Elwood
Location: Northeastern Illinois Agronomy Center, Will
County.
Soil type: Elliott silt loam.
Planting date: May 10.
Cooperators: Dale Harshbarger, field manager; Lyle
Paul, research director.
Monmouth
Location: University of Illinois Northwestern Illinois
Agricultural Research and Demonstration Center.
Soil type: Muscatine silt loam.
Planting date: May 12.
Cooperators: Mike Mainz, area agronomist and field
superintendent; Jay Sutor, farm foreman.
Kilbourne (Irrigated)
Location: University of Illinois Illinois River Valley
Sand Field, 10 miles west of Kilbourne, Alason
County, central Illinois.
Soil type: Plainfield sand.
Planting date: April 25.
Cooperators: John Swaider, research director; William
Shoemaker, fieldman.
Irrigation: Applied as supplement to rainfall when
needed to maintain a total water supply of 1 inch
every 4 days. Also supplied 100 pounds of nitrogen
preplant, and 260 pounds of nitrogen in 4 applica-
tions throughout the growing season.
Urbana
Location: University of Illinois South Farm, Cham-
paign County, east central Illinois.
Soil type: Flanagan silt loam (dark brown, adequately
drained).
Planting date: April 27.
Cooperator: Gene Oldham, farm manager; .Mike
Plotner, farm foreman.
Perry
Perrv, PikeLocation: Orr Research Center, i
County, south central Illinois.
Soil type: Herrick silt loam (moderately poocly
drained).
Planting date: May 12.
Cooperators: Glenn Raines, research director; Tom
Halloch, field superintendent.
Brownstown
Location: University of Illinois Brownstown Experi-
mental Field, Fayette County, south central Illinois.
Soil type: Cisne silt loam (poorly drained, gray prairie
with a well-developed claypan).
Planting date: June 1.
Cooperator: Bill Brink, research director.
Carbondale Upland
Location: Southern Illinois University Agronomy Re-
search Center, extreme southern Illinois.
Soil type: Weir silt loam (shallow, silty loam over
claypan).
Planting date: May 25.
Cooperators: Jim Hubbard, field manager; George Ka-
pusta, agronomist.
Dixon Springs Bottomland
Location: University of Illinois Dixon Springs Agri-
cultural Center, Pope County, extreme southern
Illinois.
Soil type: Sharon silt loam (light-colored, moderately
well drained, medium-textured bottomland).
Planting date: May 31.
Cooperator: George McKibben, professor of agronomy;
Victor Watson, foreman.
Growing Season Rainfall, 1983


































































SUMMARY OF ILLINOIS HYBRID CORN TESTS, 1983
Field, county, location, Date Date
and number of entries planted harvested
30-inch rows, 18,000 plants per acre
Brownstown : Fayette, S, 25 June 1 Sept. 22
Carbondale : Jackson, Ex. S, 15 May 25 Oct. 28
30-inch rows, 20,000 plants per acre
Monmouth : Warren, WNC, 26 May 12 Sept. 27
Urbana : Champaign, EC, 38 May 11 Oct. 6
Perry : Pike, WSC, 25 May 12 Sept. 26
30-inch rows, 22,000 plants per acre
Brownstown : Fayette, S, 169 June 1 Sept. 22
Carbondale : Jackson, Ex. S, 100 May 25 Oct. 28
Dixon Springs : Pope, Ex. S, 49 May 31 Sept. 29-30
30-inch rows, 24,000 plants per acre
Woodstock : McHenry, Ex. N, 132 May 6 Oct. 11 ; 17
DeKalb: DeKalb, N, 226 May 9 Oct. 10-11
Elwood : Will, ENC, 191 May 10 Oct. 3
Monmouth : Warren, WNC, 249 May 12 Sept. 28
Urbana : Champaign, EC, 308 April 21 Oct. 5-6
Perry : Pike, WSC, 144 May 12 Sept. 26-27
30-inch rows, 28,000 plants per acre
Kilbourne : Mason, C, 106 April 25 Sept. 23
Dixon Springs : Pope, Ex. S, 90 May 31 Sept. 29-30





























































Adler's Hybrids, Adler's Seeds, Inc., R.R. 1, P.O. Box 296,
Sharpsville, IN 46068
Agra-Tech Hybrids, Agratech Seed, P.O. Box 644, Ashburn,
GA 31714
Agri-Gold Hybrids, Akin Seed Co., R.R. 1, St. Francisville,
IL 62460
Agrinetics Hybrids, Agrinetics, Inc., 1020 E. Ogden Ave.,
Box 151, Naperville, IL 60566
Ainsworth Hybrids, Amsworth Seed Co., R.R. 1, P.O. Box 153,
Mason City, IL 62664
Americana Hybrids, Americana Seeds, Inc., Box 275, Bowen,
IL 62316
Asgrow Hybrids, Asgrow Seed Co., 7000 Portage Road, Kal-
amazoo, MI 49001
Bear Hybrids, Bear Hybrid Corn Co., Inc., P.O. 950, Decatur,
IL 62525
Beck's Hybrids, Beck's Hybrids, Rt. 2, Box 142, Atlanta, IN
46031
Bo-Jac Hybrids, Bo-Jac Hybrid Corn Co., R.R. 2, Mount Pu-
laski, IL 62548
Burrus Hybrids, Burrus Bros. & Associated Growers, Arenz-
ville, IL 62611
CFS Hybrids, Custom Farm Seed, P.O. Box 160, ]\Iomence, IL
60954
Callahan Hybrids, Callahan Seeds, Inc., 1122 E. 169th St.,
Westfield, IN 46074
Campbell Hybrids, Campbell Seeds, R.R. 3, Tipton, IN 46072
Cargill Hybrids, Cargill, Inc., P.O. Box 5645, Minneapolis,
MN 55440
Coker Hybrids, Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co., P.O. Box 340,
Hartsville, SC 29550
Cornelius Hybrids, Cornelius Seed Corn Co., R.R. 1, Bcllevue,
IA 52031
Crow Hybrids, Crow's Hybrid Corn Co., Box 306, Mil ford,
IL 60953
Dairyland Hybrids, Dairyland Seed Co., Inc., P.O. Box 958,
West Bend, WI 53095
DeKalb Hybrids, DeKalb-Pfizer Genetics, 3100 Sycamore
Road, Dekalb, IL 60115
Dennis Hybrids, Dennis Hybrid Corp., Box 487, Windfall, IN
46076
Dockendorfif Hybrids, Dockendorff Hybrids, R.R. 2, U.S.
Highway 34 West, Danville, IA 52623
Duesterhaus Hybrids, Duesterhaus Fertilizer, Inc., Box 248,
Quincy, IL 62306
EK Premium Hybrids, EK Premium, R.R. 1, Berwick, IL 61417
Federal Hybrids, Federal Hybrids, 5420 35th Ave., Marion, lA
52302
Fuller Hybrids, Fuller Seed Co., Inc., Box 38, Lincoln, IL
62656
Funk's Hybrids, Funk Seeds International, P.O. Box 2911,
1300 W. Washington St., Bloomington, IL 61701
Golden Acres Hybrids, Taylor Evans Seed Co., Box 68, Tulia,
TX 79088
Golden Harvest Hybrids, Thorp Seed Co., Rt. 3, Box 257,
Clinton, IL 61727
Gold Tag Hybrids, Ferry-Morse Seed Co., Box 24, Geneseo,
IL 61254
Great Lakes Hybrids, Great Lakes Hybrids, Inc., Box 637,
9915W., M-21, Ovid, MI 48866
Growmark Hybrids, Growmark, Inc., 1701 Towanda Ave.,
Bloomington, IL 61701
Henkel Hybrids, Henkel Seeds, Inc., R.R. 1, Mendota, IL 61342
Hohlit Hybrids, Hoblit Seed Co., R.R. 2, Atlanta, IL 61723
Hughes Hybrids, Hughes Hybrids, Inc., 206 N. Hughes Road,
Woodstock, IL 60098
Illinois Experimental Hybrids, University of Illinois Agricul-
tural Experiment Station, U. of I. Department of Agronomy,
Urbana, IL 61801
Jacques Hybrids, Jacques Seed Company, Prescott, WI 54021
Kaltenberg Hybrids, Kaltenberg Seed Farms, 5506 Highway
19, Rt. 2, Waunakec, WI 53597
KSC Hybrids, Kitchen Seed Company, Inc., North \'ine. Box
286, Arthur, IL 61911
Sources of Seed, continued
Kruger Hybrids, Kruger Seed Co., P.O. Box 807, Cedar Falls,
lA 50613
Landers Hybrids, Landers Seed Co., P.O. Box 120, Sullivan,
IL 61951
Leader Hybrids, Leader Seeds, Inc., 7160 S.R. 118, Celina, OH
45822
Lewis Hybrids, Lewis Hybrids, Inc., Box 38, Ursa, IL 62376
Lowe Hybrids, Lowe Seed Co., P.O. Box 1685, Kankakee, IL
60901
Lynks Hybrids, Lvnks Seeds, P.O. Box 637, Marshalltown,
IA 50158
.McAllister Hybrids, AlcAllister Seed Co., Inc., P.O. Box 28,
-Mt. Pleasant, IA 52641
McClintock Hybrids, McClintock Seeds, Inc., Box 72, West
Point, IL 62380
McCurdv Hybrids, McCurdy Seed Co., P.O. Bo.x 66, Fremont,
lA 52^61
Moews Hybrids, Moews Seed Co., P.O. Box 277, Granville,
IL 61326
Noble Brothers Hybrids, Noble Brothers, Inc., 523 S. Sanga-
mon, Gibson City, IL 60936
Northrup-King Hjbrids, Northrup-King Co., 1452 29th St.,
Suite 214, West Des -Moines, lA 50265
O's Gold Hybrids, O's Gold Seed Co., P.O. Box 460, Parkers-
burg, I A 50665
P.A.G. Hybrids, P.A.G. Seeds/Cargill, Inc., P.O. Box 470,
Aurora, IL 60507
Paymaster Hybrids, Paymaster Seeds, Box 467, Monticello,
IL 61856
Pfister Hybrids, Pfister Hybrid Corn Co., El Paso, IL 61738
Pioneer Hybrids, Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc., Prince-
ton, IL 61356
Pocklington Hybrids, Pocklington Seed Co., R.R. 2, Girard,
IL 62640
Prairie Stream Hybrids, Prairie Stream Farms, Inc., R.R. 3,
Frankfort, IN 46041
Precision Maize Hybrids, Precision Maize, R.R. 2, Springfield,
IL 62677
Premier Hybrids, Premier Hybrids, R.R. 15, Box 223X, In-
dianapolis, IN 46259
Pride Hybrids, Pride Co., Inc., P.O. Box 8, Glen Haven, WI
53810
Princeton Hybrids, Princeton Farms, Box 319, Princeton, IN
47670
Renk Hybrids, Renk Seed Co., Inc., R.R. 2, Sun Prairie, WI
53590
Ring Around Hybrids, Ring Around Products, Inc., 12000
Ford Rd., Suite 300, Dallas, TX 75234
Riverside Hybrids, Lynnville Seed Co., Lynnville, lA 50153
Robe Hybrids, Robe Hybrid Corn Co., Box 426, Roseville, IL
61473
S Brand Hybrids, Schechinger Seed Co., R.R. 1, Harlan, lA
51537
Shissler GR-8 Hybrids, Shissler Seed Co., R.R. 3, Elmwood,
IL 61526
Sieben Hybrids, Sieben Hybrids, Inc., Highway 82N, Geneseo,
IL 61254
Southern States Hybrids, Southern States Cooperative, Inc.,
P.O. Box 429, Muncie, IL 61857
Stauffer Hybrids, Stauffer Seeds, .A Subsidiary of Stauffer
^
Chemical Co., 975 S. Durkin Dr., Springfield, IL 62704
Stewart Hybrids, Stewart Hybrids, Inc., Rt. 1, Princeville, IL
61559
Stone Hybrids, Stone Seed Farms, Inc., Rt. 2, Pleasant Plains,
IL 62677
Sturdy Grow Hj-brids, Sturdy Grow Hybrids, Inc., P.O. Box
94, Areola, IL 61910
Sun Prairie Hybrids, Champaign County Seed Co., Inc., Rt. 2,
St. Joseph, IL 61873
Super-Crost Hybrids, Edward J. Funk & Sons, Inc., P.O.
Box 67, Kcntland, IN 47951
Thor-0-Bred Hybrids, Thor-0-Bred Seed Co., P.O. Box 1437,
Champaign, IL 61820
Tracys Hybrids, Tracy & Son Farms, Inc., Route 1, Janesville,
WI 53545
Trisler Hybrids, Trisler Seed Farms, Inc., R.R. 1, Box 153,
Fairmont, IL 61841
Uphoflf Hybrids, Uphoff Seeds, P.O. Box 647, Charleston, IL
61920
Voris Hybrids, Voris Seed, Inc., P.O. Box 457, W'indfall, IN
46076
Whisnand Hybrids, \Miisnand Hybrids, R.R. 1, Areola, IL
61910
Wyflfels Hybrids, Wyffels Hybrids, Inc., P.O. Box 246, At-
kinson, IL 61235
Zimmerman Hybrids, Zimmerman Hybrids, Inc., 5147 W.
Franklin Rd., Evansville. IN 47712
Corn Hybrid Trial Results








YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS










































































































































































































150 21.3 94 21976
138 18.7 96 23478
118 20.8 100 23939
146 22.5 99 23985
144 20.,5 99 23650
134 21,,4 97 22938
159 23.,0 99 24000
154 24.,5 99 23989
137 20..1 98 22989
143 20.4 100 23565
149 24.5 98 19664
153 19.2 96 22041
140 22.3 97 24000
155 25.1 98 23711
136 23.1 95 22844
128 18.6 99 23997
132 20.1 98 23022
136 20.4 95 24000
142 20.7 98 24000
133 21.9 97 23485













163 22.2 96 22000
176 25.7 98 23733
157 21.2 98 24000
145 21.9 99 23733





166 21.6 94 24000
152 23.3 94 23333




1983 RESULTS 1982 RESULTS 1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
, 124 17.5 94 23978 160 18.8 98 23091 152 21.3 98 24000
, 146 19. 2 96 23294
, 119 20.6 99 23795
, 120 22.8 97 20910
, 134 18.9 97 24000
, 141 21. 1 98 23711
98 19.0 99 23117
, 132 21.0 100 23891 135 20.7 94 24000 163 22.7 97 23467
, 125 21.2 97 23797
, 132 25.0 96 23944
,
147 25.0 98 23697
, 126 21.4 98 20127
. 123 24.7 96 24000 153 23.4 100 23402 163 26.8 98 23867
, 142 21. 1 94 24000 168 23. 1 99 24000
. 119 18.0 98 23845
. 141 20.5 98 24000
. 150 20.7 97 22507 150 21. 5 99 21960 160 22.3 98 23733
, 129 21.0 97 23925 139 20. 5 96 23830
. 137 24.6 97 23162 151 24.8 97 23816
.
123 19.9 95 23879 156 21.0 93 23141 159 23.0 96 24000
. 123 16.8 97 23596
. 135 18.1 98 22431
. 121 20.7 95 21809
. 144 19.5 97 22978 151 23.7 99 20182
.
117 25.7 100 23055 156 26.5 98 23027 160 28. 1 97 23733
. 116 20.0 95 23976 153 20.3 100 23891 156 22.8 96 23733
. 140 24.9 97 21005 167 24.7 98 23343 159 2 7. 1. 97 23467
.
127 17.9 100 24000
.
116 19.5 98 23705
. 121 19.7 97 23873 151 21.7 99 23715
. 143 20.5 94 23419
.
109 22.1 98 23270 150 23.7 100 21367
. 122 22.6 95 23441 124 22.6 89 22275 143 25.2 78 24000
. 106 18.4 95 23678
. 139 21.8 98 23940
. 112 20.7 96 24000 138 21.5 100 23345
. 125 21.2 98 23979
. 124 19.9 98 23875 133 21.3 92 23698
. 135 19.5 100 23956 151 20.9 99 23994
. 142 19.0 97 23953 132 20.3 98 23890
. 122 19.8 97 21254 142 17.9 94 23729 157 21.5 98 23467
. 102 22.9 95 21981
. 142 18.1 96 23913 143 20.4 99 24000
. 120 22.3 97 22150 144 22.9 97 23741 155 23. 5 99 22667
. 136 23.8 97 23290
. 128 26.0 100 24000
. 123 18.6 96 22662
. 131 19.5 98 22857
. 138 19.9 98 23700
. 130 21.5 99 24000
. 112 19.6 98 23696
. 135 19.8 98 22588
. 123 19.5 96 23495 139 20.4 100 22486 158 22.8 97 23867
. 136 20.9 96 23954
. 126 20.8 95 22414 135 22.1 94 21117 157 22.8 97 23600
. 124 24.6 99 23802 154 25.2 98 22526




















































































YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
130 21.0 95 23429
122 20.7 97 23719
113 21.8 97 22456
133 21.4 99 23651
152 22.3 99 23619
104 20. 1 96 22953
96 21.9 98 23713
118 20.4 95 22692
121 22.9 97 22064
138 19.2 99 23405
149 19.5 98 23512
126 17.8 96 23989
139 25.2 98 23482
123 18.8 99 23992
126 17.9 96 23018
127 20.9 97 23349
21 1.9 1695
13 1.2 1068
9 .8 2 726
1982 RESULTS 1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS























L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL
STD ERR OF CULTIVAR MEAN.
124 23.2 97 22831
158 20.3 100 23232
153 19.1 96 24000
141 21.7 97 23296
22 1.3 5 1644
14 .8 3 1035
9 .6 2 703
56 23.1 95 23468
18 1.0 5 992
11 .7 3 625
8 .4 2 425
Corn Hybrid Trial Results
DEKALB: INCREASED PLANTING RATE

















































































































151 20.0 97 23867
148 21.4 94 24000
151 22.0 94 23067
179 24.3 98 23467
144 19.4 97 23176
154 20.8 82 23826
138 19.4 89 23650
157 18.7 80 23567
143 20. 3 90 23805







130 20.2 99 22667




1983 RESULT 3 1982 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
81 21.6 96 24000 137 21. 5 82 23636
109 23.2 96 24000
106 26. 1 98 22533 154 19.9 80 23152
87 24.6 93 22667 148 19.2 85 23796
122 28.1 94 23467 147 19.9 95 23320
100 25. 5 96 23067 163 19.7 88 23011
112 23.6 95 23600
83 20.6 95 23867 159 21.0 91 23419
85 19.6 94 23733 150 19.6 89 23870
84 23.6 99 24000
99 24.1 96 24000 139 20.8 81 23631
98 20.3 92 24000 136 18.9 86 23908
117 26.3 95 21333 138 18.2 79 23703
107 23. 3 96 22933 141 18.9 75 23797
126 27.9 98 23733 133 19.0 84 23276
99 29.1 97 20800 167 22. 1 87 21680
122 28.2 97 22933
99 22.1 94 24000 143 18.8 87 22627
122 27.7 99 24000
122 25. 3 97 19333
91 20.6 98 24000
112 23.2 95 20667
122 27.6 93 24000
100 24.9 97 24000
106 21.8 98 24000 149 20. 5 83 22823
114 27.5 95 23200 136 17.6 96 22469
82 20.3 94 24000 134 20.1 88 23863
106 25. 5 97 24000 138 18.8 86 23044
121 28.4 97 21867
97 20.9 98 23733 157 20.2 87 21830
91 26.1 95 23733
110 25.3 94 23867
105 22.3 96 20800
97 18.9 95 16267
100 20.3 96 23467
75 23. 3 97 24000
95 23.3 95 20533
102 26.7 97 24000
112 22.0 95 16933
118 27.9 98 24000
102 28.3 99 23467
98 21.6 96 23733
HI 25.8 96 24000
103 28.9 97 21333
107 28.2 97 24000
88 27.0 97 22933
124 30.1 99 23733
137 29.9 97 24000
103 30.6 99 22267
120 28.2 96 24000
97 31.4 97 22667
102 23.8 96 24000 153 19.9 85 20454
85 21. 5 98 23333 144 21.3 93 23789
93 23.7 97 23733
109 21.2 99 24000
101 24.5 96 24000
112 28.3 94 20800
71 19.7 96 24000
91 24.5 96 24000
95 22.9 95 23733 139 19.8 89 24000
113 26.1 97 21600 154 19.3 86 24000
97 26.4 96 24000 140 18.2 89 23553
118 26.8 99 24000
94 23.6 97 24000 159 20.9 87 23418
89 25.2 94 24000 151 19. 2 81 21706
113 26.0 96 24000
98 22.2 94 23067
106 23.3 97 23200
116 26.1 99 23600
110 28.5 96 22533
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS



















































































164 25.6 99 22667
164 21.1 100 22800
152 21.0 94 23467
160 20.3 91 22800
158 21.5 96 23200
151 24.2 95 22133















160 20.8 89 23467
154 23.9 92 23333
157 25.3 98 21733
147 25.8 95 23067
















YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS


















































































































































































































































.49 20..3 95 23969
.33 21.. 5 98 23754
.49 21,.6 87 23595
55 19.,4 91 23148
43 19., 4 87 22388
44 18.,6 87 22407
154 19.2 89 23754
131 22.3 83 22878
139 19. 2 91 23844
144 20.9 80 20902
157 20.9 91 23405
150 19.4 91 23967
144 19.7 92 23885
147 20.1 88 23968
170 20. ] 90 22931
151 20.1 92 23608
149 19.6 78 23916
163 20.2 86 23169
138 19.2 79 22945
170 20.6 93 23670
142 19.5 66 23459
156 19.8 77 22567





















150 22.0 91 23467




155 21.2 97 23467
154 22.0 99 23200
131 25.1 96 21467
160 21.6 97 22933
179 24.1 97 22267
171 27.7 98 23467
148 26.1 98 22800
151 21.7 94 23867
172 22.7 94 23733
159 24.8 97 23733
145 22.3 96 23867
96 23333
161 25.4 93 23867
155 24.9 67 24000





HYBRID YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1982 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS




















































































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL



























































































































































































153 19.6 56 22316
160 20.6 80 22754
148 20.1 87 21836
157 19.6 94 23588
143 19.6 85 23045
165 21.3 76 23626
123 20.4 92 23939
160 20.7 89 23028
159 20.6 72 23266
160 18.7 89 23420
145 19.8 86 22920
151 20.1 97 23174







149 21.4 95 22950
128 18.1 83 21992
147 22.0 94 23986
143 18.8 86 23765
147 20. 1 96 23782
145 20. 2 92 23553











148 22.4 96 23200
161 24.4 95 23600
142 23.5 98 23867
149 20.8 98 23200
137 22.9 90 23333
144 26.4 96 22533
166 25.7 98 21867
156 21.2 97 23200
152 20.8 91 23067
162 24.5 99 23467
151 21.7 95 23600
149 21.3 95 23867
159 24.9 98 23600
155 21.4 95 23067
154 26. 1 99 22533
173 25.1 94 23067
151 23.0 94 23252
19 1.8 5 1290
12 1.1 3 813
8 .8 2 553
Corn Hybrid Trial Results
ELWOOD (24,000 PLANTS PER ACRE AND 30-INCH ROW SPACING)
1983 RESULTS
BRAND
HYBRID YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1982 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS








































































































































































































































































149 22.2 94 23857













137 19.8 88 24000

























134 17.3 95 24000
145 20.4 94 24000
122 18.4 85 24000
145 21.8 96 24000
139 21.8 93 24000
155 19.0 93 24000
129 21.5 93 23714
138 19.5 99 23714
161 20. 1 98 23571
158 24.9 97 23429
154 19.6 84 23714
132 18.5 93 23571
152 21.6 98 24000
142 20.7 93 24000
138 21.7 96 23857
157 18.7 96 24000
153 22.4 98 24000
144 18.4 95 24000
139 18.6 98 23286
175 21.3 98 23333
162 22. 2 95 22933







140 24.3 94 23867
139 21.4 97 23333
159 23.5 95 23867
150 19.3 98 23600
160 22.0 98 23067





HYBRID YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS







YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS















































































108 22.2 100 21333
111 19.2 100 18000
88 21.6 99 24000
96 21.0 100 22833
104 22.8 100 24000
83 27. 2 100 22833
95 27.4 100 24000
79 25.8 99 24000
94 25.8 100 22833
86 25.7 100 24000
98 26.4 100 24000
79 28.8 100 24000
81 18.8 100 24000
83 23.1 100 24000
114 22.7 99 23833
76 26.5 100 24000
102 24.8 99 24000
98 26.3 100 24000
106 28.1 100 24000
94 24.4 100 24000
98 21.0 100 24000
133 23. 2 99 24000
105 22.2 100 24000
73 26.6 100 24000
98 21.1 100 23667
100 22.4 100 22833
97 20.9 100 24000
81 25.3 100 23167
81 23.5 100 24000
95 26.8 100 23000
77 25.5 100 24000
97 26.7 100 24000
113 21.8 100 22000
102 22.4 100 23333
92 23.1 99 21167
63 25.9 100 24000
90 27. 1 100 22500
85 25.4 99 23500
81 26.0 100 24000
102 28.3 100 24000
104 21.3 100 23167
103 23.7 99 22500
95 26.0 99 24000
110 32.0 100 23933
95 27.3 99 24000
83 26.4 100 23500
100 21.7 100 24000
108 23.6 100 24000
96 26.5 100 23500
102 23.6 100 24000
69 26.0 100 24000
87 29.2 99 24000
111 22.6 99 23333
81 21.0 100 24000
101 23.9 100 24000
73 23.8 100 24000
107 24.2 100 24000
100 19. 1 99 24000
89 21.5 100 24000
92 22.4 99 24000
95 21.8 100 24000
97 27.7 100 24000
110 21.9 100 18333
107 28.0 99 24000





















136 19.4 94 24000









159 18., 7 95 24000
139 19.,3 89 24000
145 21..4 95 22714
151 22.,8 95 24000
129 23..6 94 23000
164 21..4 96 23714
154 23..9 96 23429
142 18..2 98 23429
133 20..0 90 24000
139 22..3 98 23571
161 24..1 94 24000







152 19.5 98 23600
135 18.9 98 23733
168 22.0 99 23867
160 23.1 92 23733
141 21.3 93 23867
163 24.8 95 23067
145 21.5 97 23067
144 19.7 95 23733
152 21.4 97 23867
146 19.8 98 24000
153 22.3 95 23067




178 21.7 98 23333
160 26. 2 98 22933
150 23.2 98 22000
142 20.2 99 24000
















YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
. 102 21.4 100 23500
. 109 20.5 100 24000
. 82 23.6 99 24000
. 96 25.9 99 24000
, 104 27.0 100 24000
96 23.0 99 24000
85 21.9 99 24000
, 107 20.2 100 24000
81 24. 7 100 24000
, 106 23.3 100 24000
, 101 23.7 99 24000
, 85 24.4 99 24000
, 115 19.9 100 24000
, 101 19. 1 99 24000
91 23.8 100 24000
. 89 27.2 100 24000
99 26.6 99 24000
95 27.0 100 24000
. 90 27.5 100 23667
, 107 25.8 100 24000
.
107 31.1 100 24000
. 91 30.9 99 22833
, 107 28.7 100 23500
, 101 26. 3 100 23500
, 96 27.4 100 24000
, 97 27.3 100 23833
. 93 27.4 100 24000
. 108 25.8 99 24000
.
87 21.6 97 24000
63 23.2 99 24000
, HI 20.6 100 24000
99 25. 2 99 24000
, 96 22.8 100 24000
, 94 22.4 100 23500
.
92 27.4 100 23833
. 101 25.5 100 23833
.
96 28.4 100 24000
90 27.1 100 23333
, 85 28.4 100 23833
. 114 20.8 100 23667
, 108 23.4 100 23833
. 99 24.5 100 24000
, 80 22.2 100 24000
, 94 23.8 99 24000
, 103 25.0 100 23833
, 119 25.8 100 24000
. 91 25.8 100 23500
.
72 26.4 100 24000
. 85 21.9 100 24000
. 109 21.3 100 24000
. 95 24.8 100 24000
. 85 24.3 100 24000
. 94 24.8 100 24000
. 77 25.1 100 24000
. 98 31.1 100 24000
. 121 27. 2 100 24000
. 92 22.2 100 24000
. 112 22.1 100 24000
. 78 25.9 100 24000
. 93 30.7 100 24000
. 85 24.0 100 24000
. 96 24.5 100 23649
. 19 1.9 1074
. 12 1.2 677
8 .8 461
1982 RESULTS 1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS




























































































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL
STD ERR OF CULTIVAR MEAN,
162 21.3 96 23286

















147 19.0 96 24000
134 19.1 98 24000
149 22.2 99 23857
141 20.2 90 23000
124 19.4 97 23000
154 21.4 97 23714
155 19.8 96 24000
148 21.8 96 24000
128 22.9 96 24000
142 20.8 94 23769
22 1.7 7
14 1.1 5
9 .7 3 380
21.8 98 23467
130 20.1 96 22000
136 21.6 97 23733
156 21.2 98 23733
154 21.6 98 22667
145 21.6 96 23365
20 1.3 5
12 .8 3
8 .6 2 520
17
Corn Hybrid Trial Results
MONMOUTH (20,000 PLANTS PER ACRE AND 30-INCH ROW SPACING)
I RAND
HYBRID
1983 RESULTS 1982 RESULTS 1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
137 24.6 99 20000
127 25.3 92 20000 138 20.1 96 19991 181 21.5 92 20000
128 20.8 97 20000
132 24.4 96 20000
114 25.9 95 20000 132 19.5 98 19329
110 26.5 97 20000 157 21.1 97 19331 164 23.7 99 19067
130 25.4 100 20000 141 23.2 95 19851 166 23.8 96 20000
128 24. 2 96 19722 183 21.5 96 19867
118 19.6 97 20000
, 134 24.0 99 20000
, 106 20.3 97 20000
128 20.7 92 19722 112 19.7 84 19867
, 104 22.7 90 20000
99 23.9 97 20000 165 19.9 88 19992
, 134 25.7 94 20000
,
117 23.1 94 20000
.
107 22.5 93 20000
, 101 26.4 92 20000
, 112 25.4 97 20000
, 115 18.6 97 20000
. 126 20.4 97 20000
. 110 21.0 99 20000
. 124 26. 2 97 20000
.
89 22.4 70 19861 140 21.3 94 19733
, 107 26.3 86 20000 119 25.0 96 19330 171 24.8 87 19867
.
75 24. 5 88 20000 HI 20.5 87 19993 133 23.2 86 19867
. 116 23.5 94 19973 129 20.0 94 19800 165 21.7 94 19683
. 23 1.4 10 24 1. 1 8 13 .9 5 721
14 .9 6 15 .7 5 8 .6 3 452







































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL
STD ERR OF CULTIVAR MEAN.
18
Corn Hybrid Trial Results
MONMOUTH: INCREASED PLANTING RATE













YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS


























































































































































































































































































145 17.5 96 22800
130 18.0 97 24000
146 18.0 95 22133
144 17.9 95 22267
171 19.6 94 23600
158 18.7 94 23733
137 20.0 92 24000
144 20. 1 97 22533
124 20.6 88 24000
155 21.0 88 23067
127 18.2 94 24000
165 18.1 95 23733
189 22.8 89 23200
172 20.2 97 23600
177 20.8 90 22933
193 21.4 86 24000
184 20.5 90 23467
178 23.3 90 23467
161 20.3
179 20.5 96 23333
154 18.7 93 23600
144 18.2 97 23067
146 19.9 94 21200
157 21.1 92 22933
181 19.6 97 23467








MONMOUTH: INCREASED PLANTING RATE, continued
1983 RESULTS
BRAND
HYBRID YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS







YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS



































































































































































































































132 19.,0 93 23733
148 18.,9 96 23200
153 19.,5 93 24000
153 20..9 91 24000














135 20.2 90 23200
164 22.5 96 23867
147 18.8 96 23467

















165 20.6 93 23733
180 22.2 93 23733
152 19.0 85 23467
179 19.6 94 23467
165 20.3 98 22800
155 23.1 89 23200
162 19.0 98 23867
187 20.1 95 21333
175 21.1 90 23600
160 21.5 85 24000
177 24.0 93 23467
179 19.8 96 22667
175 21.6 92 23867
20
MONMOUTH: INCREASED PLANTING RATE, continued
1983 RESULTS
BRAND
HYBRID YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1982 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS






























































































































































































































151 19.0 93 23200
137 19.2 98 23067
135 19.6 95 22933
165 22.5 99 23600
153 23.3 90 22267
139 18.6 94 23733
149 16.9 93 24000
127 18. 2 93 23200
156 20.5 94 23200
143 18.6 94 22400
147 18.3 95 23867
.40 18.,2 98 22533
63 19..0 96 24000
.51 22.,7 94 23333
.45 17.,8 95 22667










159 18.5 96 23867
152 20.6 95 22800
171 20.6 97 23867
180 22.0 95 23867
166 23.9 88 20667
175 23.8 94 23733
158 20.5 95 21333





186 24.1 96 23867
158 18.4 94 24000
175 19.3 92 24000
185 22.7 96 24000





160 18.4 87 23067
163 22.1 91 24000







1982 RESULTS 1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS

















































































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL






































































































































































158 17.9 96 23600
145 19.5 98 23067
115 20.6 96 22933
142 18.9 96 22933
128 19.6 87 23067
177 22.0 99 23867
147 22.5 98 23467
139 18.5 94 24000
146 19.7 84 23600
160 18.9 95 23600
152 22.0 94 24000





168 20.3 94 23333
155 21.2 90 23733
179 19.8 94 24000
181 22.3 96 22267
197 24.1 98 24000
185 23.6 95 23200
183 20.4 91 23467
176 24.5







149 18.8 89 23733
141 19.5 94 23371
24 1.1
15 .7






168 20.5 97 22533
170 21.2 83 24000
164 20.1 95 24000
162 21.3 94 24000
164 20.5 92 23397
21 .8 8 1192
13 .5 5 7510
9 .4 6 511
22
Corn Hybrid Trial Results




YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1982 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS


















































































44 17.1 99 20667
54 18.3 100 25200
54 17.9 99 19333
48 17. 2 98 22533
68 14.7 98 21867
46 15.2 100 23333
157 21.2 48 27177
109 21.8 57 27856
127 22.5 51 27992





28 15.4 99 23600
52 14.5 98 26267 133 20.9 62 27999
46 19.3 100 27600
38 15.8 98 26267
41 16.8 99 22667 142 22.2 65 27200
36 16.8 100 21200
8 14.9 100 23600
39 13.5 100 24667
30 14.8 99 27067
20 15.3 99 25333
39 14. 1 99 20933 152 19.4 56 26132 146 18.1 97 27166
28 17.6 99 26933 137 24.6 57 28000
24 17.5 100 22800 133 19.5 95 27256
42 16.7 99 22000 126 22.1 70 27860 161 21.3 93 27920
33 16.1 98 26133 118 22.4 51 27998
34 15.1 99 19333
33 14.8 100 27733 129 17.7 98 26854
46 14. 2 99 23200 131 18.5 95 27641
41 14.4 99 24133
32 15.1 100 26133
20 15.1 100 20667
78 16.9 98 20133
26 15.0 99 21867
81 17. 1 99 20933 176 20. 1 96 27940
54 17.1 100 26533
40 18. 2 100 18800
74 15.2 99 22667 132 19.7 93 27296
56 17.6 99 23067 151 20. 3 93 27927
75 18.9 100 24533 132 21.9 98 27986
50 19.5 100 25467 134 22.5 93 27918
32 15.6 99 21200 144 22.8 92 27336
32 15.1 98 22400 133 21.2 56 27889
59 16. 1 98 25200 136 21. 5 64 27454 149 20. 1 99 27976
32 17.3 95 23333 141 22.0 83 27986
46 15. 5 98 26667 138 20.9 51 26670
43 18.0 99 23467
63 17.9 95 2 586 7
42 15.8 100 21200 126 18.7 57 27999
43 13.8 98 19600 100 18.8 87 27189 103 16.7 97 27860
71 20.3 99 25067 100 21.9 44 26393 126 21.1 97 27796
52 17.1 99 23067
43 15.8 95 19467 180 22.8 75 27201 157 22.6 96 27651
33 15.7 98 23333
45 13.7 100 23200
39 16. 5 99 25867 142 21.0 69 25736 151 21.2 99 27903
46 16.1 98 23467
29 14.8 97 27600 135 21.7 52 28000 119 21. 5 97 27972
25 12.8 100 25733 135 19.6 83 27469 138 18.1 97 2 7604
46 18.0 99 25867 139 21.7 48 27602 146 21.0 97 27045
35 16.0 99 26800 180 23.2 75 27991
32 16.0 98 24533 128 23.0 51 25734 121 23.1 96 25fc50
23
KILBOURNE, IRRIGATED, continued
1983 RESULTS 1982 RESULTS 1981 RESULTS-
BRAND
HYBRID YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
46 19.3 100 26800 138 21.5 57 26545
52 17. 2 97 24267 119 22.3 37 26789
29 17.3 97 27867 168 24.0 54 28000
46 20.8 100 24133 141 25.0 72 27991
40 13.1 100 22800
40 14.9 100 25200
33 18.3 99 24667 150 23.9 53 26397
55 13.6 100 23467 156 19.1 72 28000
37 12.8 100 24133
63 16.6 100 24400
47 14.7 98 24000 149 22. 1 52 27192
49 17.9 99 27333
16 14.3 99 25067 105 19.1 61 26797
40 16.4 97 21867 161 19.6 63 24947
29 14.9 99 22933
48 15.2 98 18667
42 16.2 98 23200
39 13.9 99 25733 87 18.0 88 27981
15 15.0 99 21067 143 17.9 76 27445
51 18.8 99 17600
44 17.4 98 18267
60 18.5 93 20267
37 18.4 100 17200
37 21.8 99 25333
42 16.3 96 17067
45 13.5 100 18933
41 15.1 98 2 5867 97 19.8 91 27468
47 18.4 99 24933 152 22.6 61 28000
29 14.9 100 27333 163 20.7 86 25726
54 16.7 100 26933
83 17.8 100 21200 127 22.8 57 26778
30 19. 5 99 25067 128 23.3 59 27722
56 15.1 97 26800 148 19.7 91 27337
46 17.0 99 26667 146 22.2 44 27999
20 14.4 98 26000 151 23.4 62 27973
44 15.3 100 25733
26 15.4 98 24000 157 21.0 81 25719
67 17.6 97 13467
64 16.9 100 22533
42 15.5 99 22933 137 22.7 52 27208
36 17.0 99 26267
37 15.9 99 24800
54 19.5 100 27200
47 19.4 100 24400
20 14.6 100 23333
32 15.7 100 26400 149 24.2 54 27607
43 16. 3 99 23650 132 21.5 61 27218
24 1.3 5672 30 1.3 21
15 .8 3572 19 .8 13
10 .6 1 2427 13 .5 9 734
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS










































































140 19.6 98 26493
126 17.2 73 27686
130 18.6 96 27318
121 17.5 96 27565
163 22.2 93 27466
140 21.1 95 27863
126 18.0 97 28000
AVERAGE
L.S.D. 10% LEVEL ,
L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL
STD ERR OF CULTIVAR MEAN.
135 19 8 95




Corn Hybrid Trial Results
URBANA (20,000 PLANTS PER ACRE AND 30-INCH ROW SPACING)
1983 RESULTS
BRAND
HYBRID YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1982 RESULTS L981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS






















































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL













































































































































165 24.8 99 19545
177 25.5 97 19848
158 21.5 99 20000
164 24.2 98 19242
175 28.1 96 19733
165 22.3 84 20000
151 26.1 68 19867
166 23.5 100 20000







186 25.2 100 19394
160 24.5 99 19434
1.8
1.1










Corn Hybrid Trial Results
URBANA: INCREASED PLANTING RATE












































































1983 RESULTS 198? RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
73 15.0 100 24000 149 19.2 99 22615
61 17.5 100 23200
74 17.0 100 22267 170 20.2 100 23385
76 19.5 99 23333 180 21.9 99 23385
76 17.7 100 21067
65 16.6 97 22400
70 18.8 100 22667
72 17.1 100 22000
84 20.2 97 23867
105 22.4 100 22133 188 23.5 100 23846
104 21.5 100 19333 176 23.8 99 23692
42 17.5 100 23067 157 20.2 100 21692
89 19.7 100 22933 157 21.2 99 2 3 385
76 20.0 100 23733
84 22.1 100 22933 170 23.1 99 20462
75 21.6 100 23600 186 22.9 99 22923
98 22.6 100 22933 173 24.2 100 23538
100 17.2 99 20800
88 21.4 100 23200 183 22.0 100 22615
47 18.4 100 23867
84 19.5 100 21333
87 20. 1 99 23467 185 22.6 97 23846
101 20.2 100 23600 170 21.2 97 23538
102 23.1 99 23600 180 23.2 95 23385
72 20.7 95 22533 169 24.4 100 23538
55 16.0 100 22667 173 18. 3 99 24000
56 17.9 100 23733 148 23.4 99 22154
103 19.9 100 23467 194 22.4 99 23846
102 19.7 100 23733
78 22.2 100 23467 179 24.1 98 20923
84 19.5 100 24000
74 19.5 100 24000
52 18.6 99 23733
91 22.4 99 23867
96 21.1 100 22933
81 22.8 100 22800
81 19.4 100 23467
81 17.4 100 22133
79 18.7 100 23600 180 20.9 98 23846
115 22.4 100 22267 194 23.8 99 23538
80 17.9 99 23867 160 19.7 100 23846
88 18.9 99 23733
73 19.8 100 23867 185 21.5 100 23077
75 15.8 100 24000
41 18.4 100 21467 165 20.1 100 22923
84 22.5 100 23467
119 22.0 100 23467
76 23.4 99 23467
76 20.7 100 23733
62 17.0 100 23600
82 21. 3 98 22133 167 22.4 100 22000
86 22.8 100 22533 177 24.7 99 23538
93 16.0 99 21867 159 19.3 97 24000
87 16.5 100 22000 160 19.3 100 24000
73 17.5 100 23467 180 20.7 99 23846
70 20.4 100 23600
117 21.3 100 22400 179 24.5 100 22462
51 16.7 100 23867
1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS






157 20.7 66 23467
142 21.3 57 23333
79 22533
44 23733
152 19.0 60 23333
161 24.4 58 24000
149 24.1 49 23733
167 19.9 66 23867
159 21.3 55 24000
169 24.2 55 23867
161 20.1 67 23600
154 21.3 55 23600
26









YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS







T 1100 73 17.9
XL 5 5A 62 18.3
XL 57 85 19. 3
XL 61 79 19.0
XL 71 97 21. 5














































































































































































































































































166 20.2 99 22923
140 19.6 99 21077























































162 21.5 98 23846












































































YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
i982 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
GROWMARK
FS 444 82


































































































































































































































































































182 20.5 100 23846
168 21.7 99 23692
170 20.4 59 22933








































































174 19.7 99 20615
189 21.4 97 23538
177 21.2 100 23538
178 21.4 99 23385
151 19.9 96 22000
168 23.6 99 24000
140 19.2 100 21385
159 20.8 100 21385
148 17.9 80 23867
153 21. 3 78 18267
139 20.5 31 23333
139 19.6 54 23733










































155 19.1 49 23867
15*^ 21.5 73 23600
159 23.8 48 24000













164 24.4 60 22667
169 19.9 01 24000
28









YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS




















































































































































































































































































































164 22.6 98 21231
168 21.4 95 21846
173 22.9 100 23538
169 23.6 100 24000
179 19.7 99 24000
173 23.7 100 23077













184 21.7 100 24000
183 24.3 100 23538





160 20.9 52 23467
143 21.1 38 23733
161 20.3 43 23333
163 19. 1 70 23867
160 20.8 32 23733
177 20.7 78 24000
164 18.4 56 24000
146 17.4 42 24000
152 24.6 74 22533
151 22.2 45 23600
140 19.8
168 18.9 76 23867
164 22.1 62 23467
166 24.4 71 22400
157 22.1 42 23067
29




YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
100 16.0 100 23867
60 17.2 100 22400
74 17.0 99 22267
86 19.3 100 23333
90 21.4 100 23333
R2 22.3 99 23067
48 18. 1 100 23867
83 20.3 100 22133
85 21.5 100 21867
65 19.5 100 21733
59 18.4 98 23467
64 22.8 100 22000
93 22.2 99 21467
65 18.4 100 24000
67 17.0 100 23600
64 22.8 100 23600
93 19.7 100 24000
92 20.0 100 22933
59 21.0 100 23200
73 13.9 100 23600
114 23. 1 100 23867
49 18. 2 100 23067
95 19.6 100 23200
73 20.4 99 23067
70 19.6 98 21067
84 15.5 99 23333
80 17.5 100 23867
65 16.6 99 22000
47 17.0 99 23600
73 20.2 100 23067
80 19.5 100 23600
63 20.4 100 24000
93 20.0 100 23067
98 20.4 100 21467
65 19.7 100 22267
107 21.9 100 23600
84 21.4 100 23467
51 18.2 100 23600
85 23.0 100 23067
69 19.4 100 24000
47 16.9 100 23867
76 23. 1 100 22800
108 20.1 100 22400
82 23.6 100 23067
69 23.9 99 23867
91 19.6 100 22667
85 20.9 100 21867
56 18.1 100 22400
79 19.5 100 22850
22 1.4 2102
14 .9 1326
9 .6 1 902
1982 RESULTS 1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
































































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL
,
STD ERR OF CULTIVAR MEAN,
178 22.2 98 22308









171 20.2 99 24000
159 22.3 99 23692
178 21.7 98 23385
172 23.7 99 22462
165 21.3 99 22615
161 22.3 98 22308
135 19.2 99 22769





















171 20.5 100 23231
185 22.9 99 24000
167 22.4 92 22308
175 21.2 97 23538
166 19.5 100 23385
167 21.6 99 22833
20 1.4 3 2009
12 .9 2 1267
8 .6 1 862
167 19.5 59 23600
174 22.6 44 23600
150 23.3 70 23200
172 20.9 22 23867
124 24.7 39 24000
154 18.6 69 21867
160 24.7 55 23467
145 19.9 56 24000
165 22.7 53 23600
136 18.2 79 23600
167 19.9 92 23067
161 20.5 31 23333
155 21. 3 55 23200
166 22. 1 64 22267
159 21.7 56 23867
71 24000
73 22.0 46 23733
30 20.2 33 23733
58 19.8 30 22000
50 20.9 50 23401
27 2.4 32 1143
17 1.5 20 721
12 1.0 14 491
30
Corn Hybrid Trial Results




YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE















































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL


























































154 20.1 93 19733
161 20.4 93 20000









155 18.5 90 19600
165 18.4 98 20000
144 20.1 87 20000

















173 17.6 95 20000











Corn Hybrid Trial Results
PERRY: INCREASED PLANTING RATE




YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1982 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
















































































161 18.7 91 22155
168 17.6 99 23826
156 20.4 96 22565
154 19.2 95 23025
31









YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS























































































































































































































































































































148 18 1 95 23763
155 19 93 22921
157 20 2 82 23303
167 18 2 88 24000
147 19 5 93 22262
129 20 2 94 22820
170 18 4 94 23890
159 20 7 93 23824
150 17 5 99 23636
143 18 3 90 22782
138 19 5 87 23859
151 21 1 60 24000





151 17.5 92 22626
155 18.9 93 23327
168 20.9 84 22442
142 20.4 94 21672
























148 17. 3 93
150 18.7 92 8
163 18. 5 86 14
161 21.0 88 12
149 21.4 89 11
147 19.9 89 11
32
PERRY: INCREASED PLANTING RATE, continued
1983 RESULTS 1982 RESULTS 1981 RESULTS
BRAND
HYBRID YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
40 24. 3 98 24000
35 26.4 99 24000
37 26.9 100 23562
27 24.0 100 24000
37 24.7 99 24000
26 27.8 99 23976
33 25.8 98 23998
46 24.2 99 23594
29 25.7 99 23924
28 24.0 98 23465
30 26.9 100 23974
42 20. 2 98 23628
30 23.9 100 23824
36 26.6 98 24000
50 24.3 98 23211
24 24.0 98 23969
34 25.5 98 23985
39 25.5 98 22544
29 25.9 99 23986
44 25. 2 99 24000
36 26.5 100 23866
41 23.8 98 24000
24 29.9 99 23988
43 26.2 96 24000
45 23.5 100 22386
31 24.9 97 23603
39 25.2 100 22091
28 26.1 100 23505
24 25.2 100 22260
28 26.1 98 22812
30 27.0 95 23223
. 24 24.0 99 23875
, 37 26.7 99 23298
37 25.8 98 23997
31 23.0 100 23967
.
27 20.6 98 23608
28 26.7 99 23986
32 25.0 99 24000
. 31 25. 2 99 23985
34 24.8 100 23965
. 36 24. 1 97 23066
30 24.1 99 24000
.
40 24.8 97 23488
. 33 29.1 100 23719
. 31 24.5 99 23356
.
50 27.1 98 23289
, 38 22.0 100 23984
. 21 21.7 99 23218
. 30 23.4 98 23174
26 23.5 98 23737
. 32 26.6 98 23984
36 27.6 98 21266
36 24.4 99 23980
27 24.4 99 24000
. 46 26.9 99 22880
. 33 24.2 98 24000
. 46 27.4 99 23950
. 37 25.6 95 23223
. 33 26.1 100 23970
. 38 24.6 96 23484
. 35 25.2 99 23432
14 1.9 1466
9 1.2 923
6 .8 1 628
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS




















































































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL

























157 19.0 89 21920
154 21.4 90 23466




164 17..7 95 23949
157 19..8 96 24000
153 21..1 97 23011
161 18.7 91 23865
151 21.2 96 22409
154 19.8 100 22010
142 20.9 97 21102
163 17.6 95 23861
156 19.2 89 21089
157 20.7 93 21626
161 20.4 89 22505
162 17.6 99 22755
164 19.8 94 23526
158 20.3 95 23673
152 20.5 92 21454
53 20.9 94 23398
.60 20.1 94 23587
51 19.2 92 22909
.8 10 2021
.5 6 1273























Corn Hybrid Trial Results
BROWNSTOWN (18,000 PLANTS PER ACRE AND 30-INCH ROW SPACING)
BRAND
HYBRID
1983 RESULTS 19R2 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS







































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL








156 21.4 100 18000
165 20.8 99 18000
145 22.0 98 17182
155 20.0 96 17318
144 23.2 95 18000
99 18000
150 22.0 99 17311
145 20.0 97 18000
164 20.5 99 18000
159 22.5 97 17045
146 21.8 98 17458
19 .9
12 .6
8 .4 2 725
98 18000
154 19.2 98 18000





122 17.6 100 17591





6 .3 1 312
34
Corn Hybrid Trial Results
BROWNSTOWN: INCREASED PLANTING RATE
(22,000 PLANTS PER ACRE AND 30-INCH ROW SPACING)
BRAND
HYBRID










YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS




































































































159 21.^ 99 21185
171 22.1 100 20099

















147 20.4 97 21593









160 23.3 96 21593













137 19.8 99 21049
145 20.3 98 22000
131 20.3 98 21864
129 17.5 98 22000







128 20.1 92 22000
127 20.2 97 21321
138 20.8 97 21185
118 16.4 98 20914
111 17.4 99 21593
35
BROWNSTOWN: INCREASED PLANTING RATE, continued






YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS

















































































































178 21.0 96 20778
153 21.0 95 22000
99 19827









74 22 6 97 21185 130 19.9 94 20642
45 20 2 99 19963 127 18.6 97 21321
48 21 8 99 20506 144 19.6 95 21457
62 20 2 98 19284 148 18.1 100 21593
71 21 1 99 20914 127 19. 2 92 21457
59 21 7 99 21321
70 22 6 99 21593 148 20.4 96 22000








149 19.6 100 22000
152 21.4 99 21049
157 20.4 100 21321
177 22.9 97 19284 145 20 6 99 21864
175 22.8 98 18333 143 20 2 97 21321
160 20.7 99 21728 123 17 3 96 21728






BROWNSTOWN: INCREASED PLANTING RATE, continued
BRAND
HYBRID









YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS





























































141 19.2 97 22000


















L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL
STD ERR OF CULTIVAR MEAN.
21.4
22.1
103 17.3 97 21593
127 19.5 98 21457
.83 22., 3 100 20642
.49 19.,1 98 20778
.57 20.. 2 99 21864





155 20.3 99 21728
134 20.2
156 18.4 99 21593
119 19.3 97 21864







109 19.1 97 21321
131 19.2 95 21728
144 19.9 97 21593






























Corn Hybrid Trial Results
CARBONDALE UPLAND (18,000 PLANTS PER ACRE AND 30-INCH ROW SPACING)
BRAND
HYBRID

















































































47 20.0 99 18000 71 16.5 100 17263 118 18. 2 97 17832
28 19. 1 100 18000
25 21.0 100 18000




























































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL
STD ERR OF CULTIVAR MEAN,
38
Corn Hybrid Trial Results
CARBONDALE UPLAND: INCREASED PLANTING RATE
(22,000 PLANTS PER ACRE AND 30-INCH ROW SPACING)
BRAND
HYBRID










YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS






































































































































































































































































18.9 94 21718 115 20.2 99 21542
20.7 95 22000 96 20.2 99 20899







































































103 20.2 95 21678
94 20.7 98 20717
124 18.5 97 21145
121 19.8 99 20976
103 21. 3 97 21341
123 19.0 100 20819






CARBONDALE UPLAND: INCREASED PLANTING RATE, continued
BRAND
HYBRID
1983 RESULTS 1982 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
36 19.7 99 21844
8 20.8 99 21997
32 23.1 99 22000
27 23.0 99 21992 123 20. 3 91 22000
10 19.7 98 22000 113 21. 1 95 22000
20 21.4 97 21147 113 20. 1 96 22000
21 20.3 99 21990 95 18.6 95 22000
11 21. 1 99 21739
16 23.0 98 21991
12 20.0 98 21860
8 20.1 99 21721
11 20.9 98 22000
12 19.6 99 21996 111 19.
Q
97 22000
21 20.0 99 21994 112 20.3 96 21718
8 20.1 99 22000 89 22.6 90 21859
42 27.8 99 21707
27 21.6 100 21731
16 21.8 100 21862
15 21.8 96 21572
10 20.8 99 21994
23 22.8 98 21988
20 20.8 100 21979
25 23.0 99 21995
. 20 20.5 99 22000
. 26 21.1 99 21851 94 19.5 96 22000
, 25 22.8 97 22000
9 19.9 96 21705
, 20 21.0 98 22000 107 20.0 94 20590
14 23.0 100 21988 114 19.8 97 21718
20 23.1 100 21982
. 21 20.6 99 21999
, 13 25.7 98 22000 104 22.0 94 21718
, 15 22.4 96 21987 97 20.8 98 21718
12 22.0 99 22000
20 22.5 100 22000 106 20.0 92 21718
. 10 19.9 96 21988 97 20.1 96 21859
, 16 22.8 99 22000
6 20. 1 100 22000
20 21.6 99 21843 101 19.5 95 21527
, 12 1.0 588 22 1.1
8 .6 370 14 .7



























































101 20.2 96 20997











L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL






Corn Hybrid Trial Results
DIXON SPRINGS BOTTOMLAND (22,000 PLANTS PER ACRE AND 30-INCH ROW SPACING)
1983 RESULTS
BRAND
HYBRID YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS













































































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL
STD ERR OF CULTIVAR MEAN.
116 30.2 97 21992
137 29. 1 100 21984 155 18.6 99 22000
119 34.8 86 21995
113 34.7 81 21997
114 28. 1 96 22000
133 33.5 98 22000 160 21.1 100 21321
105 31.4 92 21992 171 20. 3 99 21728
106 31.3 99 22000 149 20.4 97 21864
84 31.8 80 21975 160 19.4 100 22000
134 33. 1 98 22000 151 20.9 99 21728
124 30. 3 89 22000
112 28.1 98 22000 145 18.4 100 21321
108 31.8 96 22000 168 21.0 99 22000
112 32.5 99 22000 146 21.3 100 21049
119 32.2 100 21997 158 21.1 98 21728
118 31.7 96 21438
86 31.4 72 22000
91 30.9 94 21839
109 31.6 93 21986
116 31.0 95 21044
121 30.6 96 21986
114 30.7 66 22000
122 31.2 99 21989
124 33.1 94 22000
109 34.4 79 21962
86 33.0 69 21978
119 31.0 94 21772
96 35.8 87 21462
110 32.0 98 22000
119 32.9 99 22000
97 35.7 61 21454
127 28.3 96 21970
110 30. 3 84 22000
109 31.2 95 21981
105 32.4 95 21978
112 32.9 91 21989
113 35.1 74 21606
93 28.3 98 21992
107 34.8 97 22000
122 35.1 72 22000
123 32.1 84 22000
141 29.5 86 21989
125 32.4 98 22000
101 33.6 97 21975
107 34.2 86 21981





11 1.0 9 171
139 22.4 98 21728
156 20.1 99 21457
167 21.3 99 22000











111 19.5 98 22000
123 19.4
136 18.4 99 22000
151 19.5 99 22000
114 21.2 98 22000
145 19.8 99 21728
145 19.3 99 22000









118 19.6 98 22000
127 19.0 99 21920
22 1.6
14 1.0
9 .7 1 222
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Corn Hybrid Trial Results
DIXON SPRINGS BOTTOMLAND: INCREASED PLANTING RATE
(28,000 PLANTS PER ACRE AND 30-INCH ROW SPACING)








































































































































































































































174 18.7 100 26133
63 18,.7 100 26533
,80 20.
. 3 100 28000
66 20.,8 100 27200
.63 19.,4 100 28000
.74 20..3 100 26933
.56 20,.2 98 27733
152 19.6 100 24933
165 19.8 100 26400
152 20.9 99 25067
160 20.7 100 27600
159 21.8 100 27733
162 20.9 100 26933
176 19.4 99 25600
172 20.6 100 28000
176 21.3 98 27600
170 19.6 99 27600












140 17.0 97 26807
155 20.4 99 24938
112 19.1 97 27485
125 16.9 79 27917
140 18.6 96 26965
119 17.8 96 28000
175 17.5 100 26601




131 17.1 99 27943
113 17.0 98 28000
18.7 100 27863
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DIXON SPRINGS BOTTOMLAND: INCREASED PLANTING RATE, continued
BRAND
HYBRID
1983 RESULTS 1982 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS
BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE BU/A URE % PLANTS /ACRE
123 31.5 98 24015
123 32.8 100 27044
127 31.9 98 25417 174 20.9 100 26000
146 29.7 97 25316 186 20.7 100 27600
142 31.9 99 27725 175 20.9 100 27733
128 32.2 96 25878 185 20.9 100 27200
143 31.8 100 26912 177 20. 1 100 26267
131 33.5 100 26358 176 21.2 100 26667
102 33.5 79 23887 155 22.0 98 27200
129 34.3 100 27176
139 29.1 88 27892
125 29.1 98 27301
139 30.1 99 27998
141 30.5 98 27926 155 21.4 100 26267
118 30.8 97 27994 182 18.0 100 26800
106 27.4 76 25975 184 19.2 99 25467
131 30.1 98 27951 176 20.3 100 26400
125 29.6 94 27465
110 34. 2 95 25754
107 30. 3 57 26074
141 30.1 97 27316 182 20.7 100 27733
132 30. 1 98 25108 174 21.6 100 28000
121 32.9 96 27976 166 20.8 100 27733
126 31.9 98 27886
119 34.3 83 25203 158 21.6 100 25200
133 27.5 96 27631
143 29.3 94 26042 169 20.9 100 26267
95 28. 2 55 27148 165 19.6 99 25600
120 27.8 93 25726 179 19.0 100 27200
115 26.6 97 24598 170 18.0 100 27733
129 31.9 97 28000
126 33.0 98 26795
126 30.3 92 26784 166 20.5 99 27083
22 2.4 15 2097 21 .8 2
14 1.5 9 1320 13 .5 1
10 1.0 6 897 9 .3 1 720
1981 RESULTS
YIELD MOIST- %ERECT PLANTS














































L.S.D. 30 % LEVEL
STD ERR OF CULTIVAR MEAN.
151 20.3 99 27377






149 19.3 96 28000
112 19.9 94 27965
137 19.7 90 27061
122 19.4 91 27420
130 20.4 92 28000
20.6 97 27872
121 18.2 91 26779
123 16.5 93 27945
136 17.1 100 27646
126 18.6 95
23 1.5 9
14 .9 6
10 .6 4
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